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The integration in information technology plays an important role in the
construction of digital libraries. In the process of constructing the digital libraries, a
great many of libraries takes Virtual Reference Service as an important component, in
order to solve the problems as quickly as possible when the readers are using the
libraries. The synchronic reference service, also known as Interactive Reference
Service is one of the parts in virtual reference service, which is popular with users and
reference librarians because of its unique advantages of convenience, speedy and
real-time interaction. The specific of real-time interactive in online consultation shows
its broad prospects for development and it becomes the inexorable trend of reference
services as networking, virtualization and intellectualization. There is no doubt that
the synchronic reference service will develop toward the standardization of the joint
consultation multimedia consulting and multi-functional multimedia consulting.
On the basis of the developing of Guizhou Normal University Library online
reference services system, this dissertation discusses the principles of its explore
theories, features, design thoughts and implementation methods, describes the process
of designing and developing in detail. The server of this system adopts Microsoft
Transaction Server (MTS), and its database management system employs Microsoft
SQL SERVER 2000. This system mainly consists of three modules: the Module for
Consultants、the Module for Q & A、 the Module for administrator.This system use
the technology of computer and network to solve the problem of the technology of
on-line counsel service,improving the quality of the library service and developing the
counsel service system on line to make it more perfect.The function of the system is
consummate now and it achieves the desired effects.
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时咨询服务。我国实时咨询的发展比国外相对落后，2002 年 7 月，北京大学图





























































































管理信息系统概念起源于 20 世纪 30 年代，作为一个专门的术语则出现于
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